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The future flashed before my eyes in all its pre-ordained banality. Embarrassment, at first, to the exclusion
of all other feelings. But embarrassment curled at the edges with a weariness …
I got a joke in.
“So – we'd better get cooking the meth,” I said to the Poet.

In July 2014, Jenny Diski was diagnosed with inoperable lung cancer and given “two or three years” to live.
She didn't know how to react. All responses felt scripted, as if she were acting out her part. To find the
response that felt wholly her own, she had to face the cliches and try to write about it. And there was another
story to write, one she had not yet told: that of being taken in at age fifteen by the author Doris Lessing, and
the subsequent fifty years of their complex relationship.

In the pages of the London Review of Books, to which Diski contributed for the last quarter century, she
unraveled her history with Lessing: the fairy-tale rescue as a teenager, the difficulties of being absorbed into
an unfamiliar family, the modeling of a literary life. Swooping from one memory to the next-alighting on the
hysterical battlefield of her parental home, her expulsion from school, the drug-taking twenty-something in
and out of psychiatric hospitals -- and telling all through the lens of living with terminal cancer, through what
she knows will be her final months, Diski paints a portrait of two extraordinary writers -- Lessing and
herself.

From a wholly original thinker comes a book like no other: a cerebral, witty, dazzlingly candid masterpiece
about an uneasy relationship; about memory and writing, ingratitude and anger; about living with illness and
facing death.
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From reader reviews:

Gabriel Reed:

The book In Gratitude can give more knowledge and information about everything you want. Why then must
we leave a very important thing like a book In Gratitude? A few of you have a different opinion about
reserve. But one aim which book can give many details for us. It is absolutely appropriate. Right now, try to
closer with the book. Knowledge or details that you take for that, you are able to give for each other; you
may share all of these. Book In Gratitude has simple shape but the truth is know: it has great and big function
for you. You can appear the enormous world by start and read a guide. So it is very wonderful.

Erin Chretien:

Are you kind of stressful person, only have 10 as well as 15 minute in your day time to upgrading your mind
skill or thinking skill even analytical thinking? Then you have problem with the book than can satisfy your
limited time to read it because pretty much everything time you only find guide that need more time to be
read. In Gratitude can be your answer mainly because it can be read by you who have those short time
problems.

Thomas Rice:

In this period globalization it is important to someone to obtain information. The information will make you
to definitely understand the condition of the world. The fitness of the world makes the information simpler to
share. You can find a lot of personal references to get information example: internet, newspaper, book, and
soon. You can see that now, a lot of publisher that print many kinds of book. Typically the book that
recommended to you is In Gratitude this publication consist a lot of the information with the condition of this
world now. This particular book was represented how can the world has grown up. The language styles that
writer use to explain it is easy to understand. The actual writer made some exploration when he makes this
book. This is why this book acceptable all of you.

Mary Adamczyk:

As we know that book is very important thing to add our knowledge for everything. By a publication we can
know everything we wish. A book is a set of written, printed, illustrated or maybe blank sheet. Every year
ended up being exactly added. This book In Gratitude was filled with regards to science. Spend your time to
add your knowledge about your scientific disciplines competence. Some people has distinct feel when they
reading a new book. If you know how big benefit from a book, you can feel enjoy to read a reserve. In the
modern era like now, many ways to get book you wanted.
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